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a b s t r a c t

This paper proposes a solution to calculate the Pareto frontier for the execution of a batch of jobs versus
data transfer time for hybrid clouds. Based on the nature of the cloud application, jobs are assumed to
require a number of data-files from either public or private clouds. For example, gene probes can be used
to identify various infection agents such as bacteria, viruses, etc. The heavy computational task of aligning
probes of a patient’s DNA (private-data)with normal sequences (public-data)with various data sizes is the
key to this process. Such files have different characteristics – depends on their nature – and could be either
allowed for replication or not in the cloud. Files could be too big to replicate (big data), others might be
small enough to be replicated but they cannot be replicated as they contain sensitive information (private
data). To show the relationship between the execution time of a batch of jobs and the transfer time needed
for their required data in hybrid cloud,we firstmodel this problemas a bi-objective optimization problem,
and thenpropose a Particle SwarmOptimization (PSO)-based approach, called here PSO-ParFnt, to find the
relevant Pareto frontier. The results are promising and provide new insights into this complex problem.

© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Cloud computing is a service oriented computing paradigm that
has significantly revolutionized computing through its many ser-
vices – Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service
(PaaS), and Software as a Service (SaaS) – as well as some of the re-
cently added ones: Database as a Service and Storage as a Service.
A large number of application domains have leveraged such ser-
vices andprovided a variety of cloud-based solutions [1]. As a result
of such a shift, data have been produced and consumed at much
higher rates when compared to traditional grid or cluster systems.
Scalable job scheduling and database management systems for
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both CPU-intensive workloads as well as data-intensive applica-
tions have thus become a critical part of current cloud infrastruc-
tures [1].

Along with public clouds (e.g., Microsoft Azure [2], and Ama-
zon EC2 [3]), many companies have constructed their own private
cloud infrastructure through transforming many of their legacy
systems. Although having a private cloud is an advantage for
many organizations, sudden needs for extra computing capabil-
ities might lead some of these organizations to outsource por-
tions of their computation needs. This leads to another application
development model, known as cloud bursting, where an applica-
tion is run in a private cloud and bursts into (i.e. expands into) a
public cloud should the demand for computing exceed available
resources. Experts, however, recommend cloud bursting only for
non-sensitive applications, for example, those applications that do
not require private/sensitive data to run. Because of such security
issues, organizations tend to use their private clouds even when
performing all computation in public clouds is cheaper. It is also
believed that cloud bursting works best when either an applica-
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tion does not have complex interdependency with other applica-
tions, or when applications aremoved to public clouds so that local
resources are spared for more business-critical applications [1].

Big-data is another reason why many computations must be
performed externally to one’s private cloud. Although the defini-
tion of big-data has not been fully agreed upon yet, it is always
used to describe a voluminous amount of unstructured or semi-
structured data, usually on the order of terabytes and beyond, cre-
ated fromone ormultiple sources. Big-data is usually defined using
the following ‘‘4-V’s’’ [4]: Volume, Variety, Velocity, andVariability.
Volume refers to data that is large in size; Variety refers to a data set
composed of many sources and which is probably unstructured;
Velocity refers to change of the data rate coming to a process; and
Variability refers to the fact that sometimes it is almost impossible
to predict value of information that may come to you tomorrow.
All these V’s imply that computation must be usually performed
where the data resides; Volume of data also further restricts it to
a no-replication policy for big-data sometimes. However, from the
security point of view, organizations may still decide to replicate
big-data on their private clouds for further analysis because they
might not be able to tolerate delays of such large transfers from
public clouds to their private infrastructure.

From the scheduling point of view, providing solutions that con-
sider all the aforementioned restrictions (i.e. security for private
data and size for big-data) and efficiently execute a batch of jobs
in a hybrid (private plus public) cloud is far more difficult than the
original data-dependent job scheduling problem in grids. In fact,
such solutions must consider not only location of data-files in ad-
dition to computational capacity of clouds in scheduling decisions,
but also the privacy and unusual size of few very large-sized data-
files in a system. Because of such extra difficulties in dealing with
both complex restrictions, many proposed schedulers of such hy-
brid systems are usually over-simplified to produce the fastest and
mostly the simplest solutions.

After close examination of many already proposed schedulers,
we noticed that no proper investigation is ever conducted for hy-
brid clouds to discover the inter-relationship between the execu-
tion time of a batch of jobs and the transfer time required to deliver
(cache or replicate) their required data when the size of data is
large [5–13,15,16]. Prior investigations for grids showed that these
two objectives usually contradict each other where minimizing
one usually results in compromising the other [13,15,17]. For ex-
ample, minimizing the execution time of a batch of jobs requires
scheduling jobs to clouds with more computing cores, whereas
minimizing the transfer time of data requires scheduling jobs to
clouds where the needed data already reside.

We have also realized that most of such techniques are usually
tailor-made to either minimize the execution time of jobs or the
transfer time of all data-files in a system, with very few exceptions
that consider both. We also realized that it is impossible to mea-
sure the true performance of such algorithms when migrated to
clouds without knowing their optimal (either theoretical or com-
putational) scheduling solutions. PSO-ParFnt is a technique we
designed to address this issue, because it is designed to compu-
tationally find the Pareto frontier of hybrid clouds and reveal the
true performance of different algorithms in various situations. All
programs that may require cloud-bursting of some or all of their
processes can directly benefit from the outcome of PSO-ParFnt to
balance the execution time of their jobs versus the amount of data
that must be transfered to/from the cloud. Astronomy applications
such as Montage [18], bioinformatics applications such as DNA se-
quencing [19], and climate modeling applications [20] are among
many applications with such nature.

This paper proposes an approach to model such complex re-
lationship and analyze its trade-offs. To this end, we first model
the problem as a bi-objective optimization problem and then use
our proposed Particle SwarmOptimization (PSO) approach to com-
pute the Pareto frontier of the trade-offs. The Pareto fronts for our
case studies are then alignedwith several already proposed hybrid
scheduling algorithms to (1) validate the quality of our computed
Pareto fronts, and (2) validate the quality of a few already proposed
solutions by measuring their distance from the calculated Pareto
fronts.

This work is organized as follows. Section 2 highlights related
work followed by preliminaries of the proposed approach in Sec-
tion 3. Section 4 details the solution for the computation of the
Pareto front. Section 5 overviews the simulation setup and details
the results of the simulation studies. Section 6 analyses the results
and summarizes the important outcomes. Finally, Section 7 con-
cludes our work and highlights future directions for study.

2. Related work

Thework in this paper is closely related to threemain aspects of
cloud computing: big-data transfer complexities, data privacy, and
scheduling data dependent jobs in hybrid clouds. Because compre-
hensive literature reviews for each of these topics are beyond the
scope of this study, we provide sufficient details on each aspect by
covering only issues directly related to our proposed solutions.
Big-data: In information technology, big-data [21,22] consists of
data sets that usually grow too large and become complex to han-
dle using current database management tools; capture, storage,
search, share, analytics, and visualization are among some of the
well-known issues [23]. Despite its many challenges, the trend
of incorporating big-data is still continuing as it has the poten-
tial to provide deeper analysis to detect business trends, prevent
diseases, combat crime, and others [24]. Data sets are continu-
ally growing in size as they are usually collected from a variety
of sources, such as ubiquitous information-sensing mobile de-
vices, aerial sensory technologies (remote sensing), software logs,
cameras, microphones, radio-frequency identification readers, and
wireless sensor networks [25]. As a result, the world’s technolog-
ical capacity to store information has roughly doubled every 40
months [26]. Alongwith this trend, database requirements are also
vastly different from one organization to another. Greenplum [27]
is an example of such databases where the emphasis is to pro-
vide very fast data loading to other applications. Fig. 1 conceptually
shows how different data-file systems can be categorized accord-
ing to their structure and scaling capabilities [28]. As capacity
needs grow, in scale-up storage systems, disks are added behind
an already existing storage controller; in scale-out systems, com-
plete storage elements are added to the system. Loosely structured
and scale-out architectures are essential and favored for big-data
initiatives.
Private-data: Fujitsu conducted a global survey in October 2010 to
study consumer attitudes and concerns about having their per-
sonal data in a cloud [29]. The survey revealed that although
consumers are excited and intrigued by opportunities that arise
from cloud computing, they are also deeply concerned about their
data privacy and risks involved in sharing data. There have been
several legal studies to properly define ‘‘personal data’’ in the
cloud [30]. Serious questions remain as to whether databases
containing anonymized, pseudoanonymized, encrypted, and frag-
mented data in transmission and/or storage should still be consid-
ered as ‘‘private’’ or not. As a result of this, many service providers,
such as financial institutions, prefer not to take the risk of using
cloud bursting in order not to compromise the safety of their data.
Data aware job scheduling: For jobs with file dependencies, espe-
cially data-intensive ones, scheduling not only involves computa-
tional concerns, but also the data management to access required
data-files. Data replication techniques have been around for many
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Fig. 1. Positioning of databases for the Big-data Era.

years, for example, to facilitate accessibility of jobs to data. Natu-
rally, clouds can also benefit from the use of efficient algorithms
to manage data during out-bursting or anonymizing calculations
when performing private computations in public clouds. Because
grids and clouds share many underlying concepts, many algo-
rithms to replicate data in grids can be easily extended to work
in clouds.

Six major classes of replica strategies presented in [31] can be
easily deployed for clouds; they are: (1) no-replication, (2) best-
client, (3) cascading, (4) plain-caching, (5) caching plus cascad-
ing, and (6) fast-spread. In the no-replication policy, data-files are
never replicated or cached; they are always downloaded upon re-
quest. In the best-client policy, data-files are replicated on storage
nodes that have the highest number of requests for the file. In cas-
cading, once popularity of a data-file exceeds a certain threshold
in a given time interval, it is replicated to the best-client storage.
In plain-caching, every client that requests a file also stores a copy
of it. In caching plus cascading, plain-caching and cascading are si-
multaneously performed. In fast-spread, data-files are proactively
replicated along the path between storage nodes and clients. Also,
several techniques have been proposed to not only replicate data
but also schedule jobs to grid nodes [31]; the following four classes
of algorithms have been identified: (1) JobRandom, (2) JobLeast-
Loaded, (3) JobDataPresent, and (4) JobLocally. In JobRandom, jobs
are randomly distributed among computing nodes. In JobLeast-
Loaded, jobs are scheduled to nodes with the least queue lengths;
i.e., with the least number of jobswaiting to run. In JobDataPresent,
jobs are scheduled to nodeswhich either already have the required
data or can download them faster in comparison with others. In
JobLocally, each job is run at the cluster where it is submitted re-
gardless of the amount of data to be downloaded.

Based on the above, the following scheduling systems are prob-
ably the most comprehensive grid/cloud schedulers to simulta-
neously assign jobs and replicate data-files. Data Intensive and
Network Aware (DIANA) scheduling [32,33] is designed based on
the real GILDA [34] and CMS [35] grid systems. In this approach,
jobs are first assessed to determine their execution category. For
data-intensive applications, jobs are migrated to computing nodes
(CNs) with minimum access (download) time to their required
data-files. For computationally intensive jobs, on the other hand,
data-files aremigrated/replicated to storage nodes (SNs)withmin-
imum access (upload) time to their dependent jobs. In both cases,
the decision is made based on: (1) capacity of SNs, (2) speed and
number of computers/processors in CNs, and (3) network links
connecting SNs and CNs. BestMap [17] uses two alternative mech-
anisms to iteratively (1) minimize execution time of jobs, and
(2)minimize delivery time of all data-files through replication. Un-
like DIANA, BestMap does not categorize jobs, but always tries to
find the most suitable CN or SN to schedule a job or replicate its
dependent data-files at each stage. JDS-BC [13] is a heuristic ap-
proach to solve the stated problem. JDS-BC uses information about
already scheduled jobs or replicated data-files in making decisions
for scheduling or replicating current jobs or data-files. JDS-BC,
which is based on the bee colony optimization technique, models
jobs as bees and CNs as hives. Here, upon scheduling any job, the
scheduled job reports its received ‘‘benefit’’ froma given allocation.
Such benefit is designed so that schedulers concurrently balance
the execution time of jobs and reduce the overall delivery time of
all data-files. Chameleon [36], also known as FLOP, targets CNs that
can start executing jobs straight away; i.e., it always migrates jobs
to CNs that can start executing them faster than others. Although
Chameleon/FLOP does not initially consider data-file download
times during its scheduling process, it always replicates data-files
upon scheduling jobs to provide faster upload times to them.

3. Preliminaries

This section summarizes some preliminary information re-
quired to better explain our approach.We first mathematically de-
fine the stated bi-objective optimization problem. This is followed
by an explanation of the PSO technique before detailing how we
used it in our approach. Finally, a Pareto frontier curve is mathe-
matically defined.

3.1. Framework

In this work, we made an attempt to incorporate as many fea-
tures as possible from previous approaches and design of the pro-
posed framework to consist of heterogeneous: (1) private clouds,
(2) public clouds, (3) storage clouds, (4) interconnecting network,
(5) schedulers, (6) users, (7) jobs, and (8) data-files. Private clouds
are assumed to be independent and do not share information with
each other; each private cloud has enough computational power
and storage capability to perform its local jobs and store its private
data. Public clouds’ computational and storage capabilities can be
used by private clouds for out-bursting their computations. Private
clouds can also replicate their data to public clouds to improve ac-
cess to their data. Storage clouds do not have computational pow-
ers and can only provide data to public/private clouds should they
require.

To better model different cloud types, we designed the follow-
ing two basic elements: cloud computing component (CCs) and
cloud storage component (SCs). Public and private clouds are each
made of a CC attached to a SC; storage clouds only have a SC. CCs
in our framework represent heterogeneous computing environ-
ments with various CPU types; they are assumed to have enough
local cache to hold data-files for executing a batch of jobs. SCs host
data-files required by jobs. Although from the optimization point
of view there is no difference between SCs attached to CCs and the
ones isolated, attached SCs can upload data-files to their associ-
ated CCs must faster than the isolated ones; whereas isolated SCs
usually have more capacity than the attached ones. CCs and SCs
are connected through an interconnection network comprised
of individual links. Each link in this system has its own charac-
teristics and is modeled using two parameters: delay and band-
width. These links are assumed independent; and thus, different
CCs/SCs can simultaneously transfer data-files to each other. At-
tached CCs and SCs are assumed to have LAN connections; all other
links are assumed to have WAN connections. Schedulers are de-
cision makers of the whole system; they accept jobs and data-
files fromusers/systems and schedule or replicate them to relevant
CCs and SCs, respectively. Users generate jobs and submit them to
schedulers to be executed by CCs. Jobs have heterogeneous exe-
cution times along with a heterogeneous list of required data-files.
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Table 1
Summary of notation.

NCC ,NSC ,NJ ,ND Total number of CCs, SCs, jobs, and data-files in a systems
NR Maximum number of replicas for each datafile
Dsize
i , SC size

j Size of datafile #i, and SC #j
JSTi , JEXi , JTTi Start, execution, and transfer time to download all data-files

required to execute job #i
DSsizej Total size of data-files addressed by data file-set #j

Data-files are assumed to be owned by SCs and are allowed to have
a predefined number of replicas in a system. Schedulers can only
delete or move replicas; the original copies are always kept intact.
Data-files are also assumed to contain private-, big-, or normal-
data (neither private nor big). Private data is stored in SCs of private
clouds only; these files cannot be replicated. Big-data and normal-
data can be stored on both private and/or public clouds; there is no
restriction in replicating these two types of data.

3.2. Problem statement

Data aware job scheduling (DAJS), inspired by grids, is a bi-
objective optimization problem and is defined as assigning jobs
to CCs and replicating data-files on SCs to concurrently minimize
(1) the overall execution time of a batch of jobs as well as (2) the
transfer time of all data-files to their dependent jobs [13,15,17,
32,33]. Because these two objectives are usually independent, and
in many cases even conflicting, minimizing one objective usually
results in compromising the other. For example, achieving lower
execution time requires scheduling jobs to clouds with more free
cores, whereas achieving lower transfer times requires using links
with higher bandwidths in a system. Similar to other approaches,
we also assume that if several jobs in a CC require the same data-
file, the requested data-file will be downloaded once and then
stored in a local repository (cache) for further local requests [15–
17,33,36,37]. Table 1 summarizes the notation we use throughout
this work.

To mathematically formulate DAJS, assume that jobs should be
partitioned into several job-sets,


JS1, JS2, . . . , JSNCC


, to be ex-

ecuted by CCs, and data-files should be partitioned into several
data-file-sets,


DS1,DS2, . . . ,DSNSC


, to be replicated onto SCs. For

example, if NJ = 9 and NCC = 3, then JobSets = {{1, 5, 7}, {2, 4, 8,
9}, {3, 6}} means jobs in JS1 = {J1, J5, J7}, JS2 = {J2, J4, J8, J9}, and
JS3 = {J3, J6} are assigned to be executed in CC1, CC2, and CC3,
respectively. Based on this model, DAJS is defined as finding ele-
ments of job-sets and data-file-sets to minimize the following two
objective functions.

1. MIN
NCC
MAX
i=1

JSEXi

2. MIN
NCC
i=1

JSTTi

s.t.
DSsizei ≤ SC size

i ; i = 1, . . . ,NSC .

(1)

Here, if JS i = {J1, J2, . . . , JK } contains K jobs scheduled to be exe-
cuted by CC i, then the execution time and the total transfer time of
this job-set can be calculated as follows:

JSEXi =
K

MAX
k=1


JSTk + JEXk


(2)

JSTTi =

K
k=1

JTTk . (3)

In DAJS formulation, the constraint is to guarantee that the total
size of all data-files each SC hosts is less than its total capacity.
For local schedulers inside each CC, the overall execution time of
a set of jobs greatly depends on each CC’s local scheduling pol-
icy;wehowever chose First-Come-First-Servedwith backfilling for
this purpose as it usually results in near-optimal deployment of re-
sources when a large number of jobs are submitted [38].

3.3. Particle swarm optimization

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is among the most well-
known nature-inspired techniques to find optimal solutions of
complexproblems [39]. PSOoriginates from the following two con-
cepts: (1) swarm intelligence usually observed in population based
animals such as birds to achieve global interests such as find food
sources; and (2) evolutionary computing where several solutions
are combined to produce higher quality ones. In PSO, several solu-
tions (particles) of a given problemare usually randomly generated
to initialize a ‘‘swarm’’; then, iteration by iteration, swarm parti-
cles try to improve their quality bymoving toward better particles/
solutions already found—either by themselves or by other parti-
cles. Based on such information, each particle calculates its next
location by using the following formula:

x(t + 1) = x(t) + v(t) (4)

where x(t) is a vector to represent the current location of a particle,
and v(t), also a vector, is the velocity of the particle at time t and
is calculated at each iteration as follows:

v(t) = wvrvv(t − 1) + wlrl(xbest(t) − x(t))

+ wg rg(gbest(t) − x(t)). (5)

Here, xbest(t) and gbest(t) represent the best solutions found by the
particle itself or the swarmas awhole up to time t , respectively.wv ,
wl, and wg are three weights (scalars) to engage the previous ve-
locity, the best local solution, and the best global solution, respec-
tively. rv , rl, and rg are random numbers in [0.0, 1.0]. Algorithm 1
shows steps of a typical PSO-based solution.

Algorithm 1: A typical PSO optimization procedure

3.4. Pareto frontier curve

Pareto efficiency, or Pareto optimality, is a concept in economics
with applications in engineering and social sciences [15]. It is de-
fined as allocating goods among individuals where no individ-
ual can improve his/her situation without worsening another’s; a
Pareto frontier is a set of Pareto efficient choices. Connectingmem-
bers of such set generates a Pareto frontier curve (Pareto front for
short). The Pareto front is particularly useful in engineering where
designers can make trade-offs within sets, rather than considering
the full range of every parameter.

To formally define a Pareto front, consider a design space with
n real parameters andmmeasurement criteria for each design. Let
f : Rn

→ Rm be the function that assigns a criteria space point f (x)
to each design space point x. Also let X and Y = f (X) be the set
of all feasible solutions in Rn and their measured values in Rm, re-
spectively. The Pareto front (Y ∗) is a subsetwithmaximal elements
of points in Y where no point is strictly dominates the others. For
minimization problems, point y∗ dominates y if


∀i : y∗

i ≤ yi

and

∃i : y∗

i < yi

. Fig. 2 shows an example of such frontier curve for a

two-dimensional criteria space.
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Fig. 2. A Pareto frontier curve.

4. PSO for finding DAJS’s Pareto front

4.1. Overview

This section provides details of the proposed algorithm, namely
PSO-ParFnt, to find the Pareto front for the execution time of a
batch of data dependent jobs versus the transfer time of their re-
quired data in hybrid clouds. Because the original PSO is designed
to optimize one objective only, we carefully modified it so that it
suits our specific needs for solving the bi-objective DAJS problem
here. Also, to obtain a well-distributed Pareto front across both
objectives of our DAJS problem, we designed several swarms to
collaboratively explore different sections of such Pareto frontier
curve. Each swarm works independently and regularly exchanges
particles with other swarms. The Pareto frontier of a DAJS problem
is computed based on the union of all particles from all swarms.
Algorithm 2 and Fig. 3 describe/show the PSO-ParFnt procedure.

4.2. Generate random particles

To initialize swarms (Step 1 in Algorithm 2), we first need to de-
sign particles able to represent all possible solutions of the stated
problem. In PSO-ParFnt, each particle consists of two parts for jobs
and data-files. The first part is to represent where each job must
be executed; the second part determines replica locations for each
data-file. It is defined as follows:

Prtcl =

x1, x2, . . . , xNJ


⟨y11, y

1
2, . . . , y

1
NR⟩,

⟨y21, y
2
2, . . . , y

2
NR⟩,

. . . ,

⟨yND1 , yND2 , . . . , yNDNR ⟩,

 (6)

where, xi ∈ [1,NCC ] represent the CC that is responsible to execute
the ith job (Ji) and ykj ∈ [1,NSC ]


{−1} addresses where the jth

replica of the kth data-file (Dk) must be stored; ykj = −1 means no
replication. Note that the original copy of each data-file is always
accessible even if no replica is made for it. For example,

Prtcl =

1, 2, 2, 1, 2, 3, 4, 4, 3, 1

⟨1, −1⟩, ⟨1, 3⟩, ⟨2, 3⟩,
⟨2, −1⟩, ⟨3, −1⟩


(7)

implies that job sets {J1, J4, J10}, {J2, J3, J5}, {J6, J9}, and {J7, J8} must
be executed by CC1, CC2, CC3, and CC4, respectively; also, D1 must
have only one replica on SC1 (two copies in total to be accessed by
all jobs), D2 must have two replicas on SC1 and SC3, D3 must have
two replicas on SC2 and SC3, D4 must have only one replica on SC2,
and D5 must have one replica at SC3.
Algorithm 2: PSO-ParFnt optimization procedure

Fig. 3. PSO-ParFnt’s procedure.

The initial random population (Step 1 in Algorithm 2) consists
of several particles; each generated through Algorithm 3, where
Step 1 allocates enoughmemory to save a particle. Step 2 randomly
assigns/schedule jobs to CCs. Step 3 randomly replicates data-files
on SCs; here, if the size of a data-file is larger than its randomly
selected SC or it is non-replicable, then no replication is performed.

Algorithm 3: Generating a sample particle
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Table 2
Notation for swarms and particles.

SwTgET
s , SwTgTT

s , SwTgW
s Execution time target, transfer time target, and

target’s bandwidth for swarm #s
SwTgType

s , Swsize
s Type and size of swarm #s

Sws = {P t
1, . . . , P

t
K } Locations of (K = Swsize

s ) particles compose swarm
#s at time t

∥P1, P2∥ Distance between two particles
|P| Length of a particle equals to NJ + ND × NR

P(x) xth element of a particle

4.3. Swarms

Because of the complexity of the stated problem, we decided to
design several swarms to cooperativelywork in finding the desired
Pareto front. The various experiments we conducted showed that
having multiple less-crowded swarms with individual targets are
more efficient than a single crowded one to find the Pareto
frontier of the stated DAJS. These experiments also showed that
for the stated DAJS problem in particular, a single swarm could
not homogeneously explore all sections of the desired Pareto front.
As a result, we observed that most particles are superfluously
targeting specific regions of a Pareto front, whilst its other sections
were harshly ignored. Table 2 summarizes the notation we use to
describe different characteristics of swarms and particles in this
work.

There are three type of swarms in PSO-ParFnt: ExeTm, TransTm,
and Both. The first swarm type (ExeTm), only focuses on reducing
the execution time of all particles of a swarm, while keeping their
data-file transfer times within a predefined band; i.e., minimizing
the first objective of DAJS, while restricting the other. This can be
mathematically formulated as follows:

MIN
NCC
MAX
i=1

JSEXi
s.t.

TTMIN
≤

NCN
i=1

JSTTi ≤ TTMAX

DSsizei ≤ SC size
i ; i = 1, . . . ,NSC .

(8)

Fig. 4(a) shows five SW TgET swarmswith such individual targets.
As can be seen, these swarms were able to efficiently push back
their targeted section of the Pareto front across several iterations.
The second swarm type (TransTm) follows the same procedure,
but to reduce the transfer time of all particles, while keeping
their execution times within a predefined band. The third swarm
type (Both) aims to reduce the summation of execution time and
transfer time of all particles in a swarm. Fig. 4(b)–(c) shows how
TransTm and Both swarm types push back their targeted sections
of a Pareto front over several iterations.

Algorithm 4 shows how the randomly generated particles
(RndPrtcls) are used to initialize several swarms and set their
targets. In this algorithm, Steps 1–2 find the minimum and the
maximum execution time and transfer time of all particles in a
list of randomly generated particles. Step 3 restricts the maximum
value to be at most three times the minimum value. Doing this
will help the generated swarms to avoid outlier particles; the
ratio of three is set empirically. Step 4 finds two bandwidths to
homogeneously split sections of a desired Pareto front among the
requested number of swarms of each type. Steps 5–7 set targets for
the generated swarms and add them to the swarm list. After setting
the targets for each swarm, they must be filled with appropriate
particles to help them achieve their desired targets. Algorithm 5
details how each swarm is filled and trimmed with most suitable
particles from a list of available particles.
Algorithm 4: Generate targeted swarms

Algorithm 5: Fill and Trim procedure

4.4. PSO-ParFnt optimization cycle

Step 3 of Algorithm 2 performs the main optimization of PSO-
ParFnt after its initialization. In this step, which is repeated for
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(a) ExeTm. (b) TransTm.

(c) Both.

Fig. 4. Pareto frontier shift of ExeTm-/TransTm-/Both-Targeted swarms after 500 iterations.
a predefined number of iterations, particles of all swarms are
combined first, and then used to find the Pareto front. In Step 3.1,
the combined particles are also used to set new targets for each
swarm.Here, because a Pareto front is usually shifted toward lower
values, for both objectives, after several iterations, it is necessary
to adjust new targets. Here, we follow the same steps already
described in Algorithm 4 to set a new target, but without adding
new swarms; i.e., the range of all particles is used to readjust
targets of already existing swarms.

Step 3.3 of Algorithm 2 highlights how each swarm is updated
iteration by iteration to achieve its target. As already explained,
first all particles are updates, then possible redundant particles are
removed to avoid dominant solutions. After that, updated particles
are filled and trimmed again to avoid diverging; finally, the best
global particle of each swarm is updated.

Algorithm 6 explains how particles of a swarm are updated. It
is also worth noting that because of the discrete nature of DAJS,
the velocity of particles in PSO-ParFnt is calculated (Step 2) and
used differently (Step 3) to update particles of a swarm.Here, based
on the velocity for each particle, elements of a particle are either
copied from the best particle of a swarm (Step 3.1) or randomly
set to other values (Step 3.2). The lower the velocity of a particle,
the greater chance it has for its elements to being filled with ran-
dom values. Such a reverse mechanism to always force particles
towardmoremovements allows generation ofmore variety of par-
ticles and consequently a greater chance of finding higher quality
particles. Steps 3.3 and 3.4 make certain that the resulted particles
are feasible. In Step 2, the distance between two particles, ∥P1, P2∥,
is calculated as

∥P1, P2∥ =


i


1 if P1(i) = P2(i)
0 otherwise


|P1|

, (9)

where |P1| is the length of a particle; i.e., NJ + ND × NR.
Algorithm 6: Update particles in a swarm

5. Simulation results

Three artificial hybrid clouds are generated to check the per-
formance of PSO-ParFnt using our exclusively designed/modified
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Table 3
Characteristics of the generated test clouds.

Test-Cloud-1 Test-Cloud-2 Test-Cloud-3

Number of
Public/Private/Storage clouds

1/1/1 2/2/2 3/3/3

Number of CCs/SCs 2/3 4/6 6/9
Number of jobs 200 400 600
Execution time of all jobs 67362 s (0 d:18 h:42 min: 42 s) 140287 s (1 d:14 h:58 min:07 s) 209035 s (2 d:10 h: 03 min:55 s)
Number of data-files Total: 224; Ba: 4, P: 20, N: 200 Total: 448; B: 8, P: 40, N: 400 Total: 672; B: 12, P: 60, N: 600
Size of data-files Total: 47.5 TB; B: 23.0 TB, P: 13.1 TB, N:

11.4 TB
Total: 93.1 TB; B: 48 TB, P: 22.6 TB, N:
22.5 TB

Total: 135 TB; B: 70 TB, P: 31.4 TB, N: 33.7 TB

Public storage clouds 54 TB storage each Each: 54 TB storage each Each: 54 TB storage each
Public clouds 512 cores, 48 TB storage Each: 512 cores, 48 TB storage Each: 512 cores, 48 TB storage
Private clouds 128 cores, 30 TB storage Each: 128 cores, 30 TB storage Each: 128 cores, 30 TB storage
a B: Big-data, P: Private-Data, N: Normal-data.
Fig. 5. Test-Cloud-2.

simulator also used in [12,13,15–17] and properly documented
in [14]. These clouds are generated based on the direct observa-
tions from [32,33,35,40]. In this simulator, different clouds are gen-
erated through setting proper characteristics of their environmen-
tal parameters. Table 3 shows the characteristics of these systems.
Fig. 5 shows the overall structure of the second test-cloud in our
system. For example, Test-Cloud-1 presents a hybrid cloud envi-
ronment consisting of one public computational cloud with 512
cores and 48 TB of storage, one private cloud with 128 cores and
30 TB of storage, and one public storage cloud with 54 TB of stor-
age. 200 jobs with overall execution time of 18 h:42 min:42 s are
created for this setup. These jobs required a total of 47.5 TB of data-
files to be executed: 23 TB as big-data, 13.1 TB as private-data and
11.4 TB as normal-data.

It is also worth noting that these parameters are chosen based
on the initial empirical studies we performed in our group during
preparation of this work. We intentionally chose the parameters
to observe the severe cases where different scheduling decisions
for jobs or replication of data made significant differences in the
overall performance of each system. For example, if the number of
jobs were increased – with the same size and distribution of data –
the system would be more skewed toward job scheduling and less
caring about the location of data. The opposite observation would
have also been noticed when the amount of data was doubled for
the samenumber of jobs. In that case, the systemwasmore skewed
toward replication of data rather than scheduling of jobs.With this
balance of settings however, both objectives of the stated problem
would be equally important for the system where none of them
could be either ignored or favored over the other. The configuration
of the other two is similar but in different scales (details of these
clouds for further analysis of this work and/or designing similar
approaches can be obtained by contacting the authors).
5.1. Algorithm comparison

To the best of our knowledge, except for GA-ParFnt [15,16]
which is designed for grids, such a Pareto front has never been
computed for clouds with the detailed complications explained in
previous sections. Thus, we could only compare our results with
GA-ParFnt which uses a Genetic Algorithm to find the Pareto fron-
tier of executing data dependent jobs versus transfer time of data-
files in grid environments. Unlike PSO-ParFnt, GA-ParFnt does not
consider privacy constraints of data-files as it assumes all data-files
are replicable. Besides direct comparison of PSO-ParFnt with GA-
ParFnt, we could also compare its results with other scheduling al-
gorithms to (1) check the performance of PSO-ParFnt, and (2) verify
the quality of answers found by the already designed algorithm
for the DAJS problem. BestMap [17], DIANA [32,33], JDS-BC [13],
Chameleon/FLOP [36], MinTrans [37,41–43], and MinExe [41,42]
are six approaches that support the batchmode for scheduling, and
thus are selected to also evaluate the performance of PSO-ParFnt.

In summary, BestMap [17] checks the detailed status of all CCs
and SCs to decide where each job or data-file must be executed or
replicated. DIANA [32,33] categorizes the submitted jobs as either
computationally intensive or data intensive. For a computationally
intensive job, DIANA migrates it to a CC that can provide the low-
est execution time compared with other CCs; for a data intensive
job, DIANA either migrates the job to a CC with the fastest data-
file download time, or replicates the data-files to SCs with faster
upload times compared with other SCs. Chameleon/FLOP [36] tar-
gets CCs that can start executing jobs straight away; it then repli-
cates data-files upon scheduling jobs to provide the fastest upload
times to them. MinTrans represent a collection of approaches that
schedule jobs to CCs with already cached data-files, including Job-
DataPresent in [41], Data-Present in [42], TLSS + TLRS in [43], and
an extension made to SAMGrid using Condor-G in [37]. These ap-
proaches are inspired by the fact that obtaining data-files is usually
the costlier portion of executing a job, and thus if jobs are sent to
CCs with already cached data-files, the overall performance of a
system should improve. MinExe represents another group of ap-
proaches that schedule jobs to CCs that can execute them faster,
including JobLeastLoaded in [41] and Shortest-Turnaround-Time
in [42]. Such approaches aremotivated by the fact that cache repos-
itories of powerful CCs are gradually enriched as more types of
jobs are scheduled on them, and thus it is the running portion of
jobs that would eventually dominate the overall performance of a
system. Achieving lower execution time and transfer time is the
second priority in MinTrans and MinExe, respectively. All afore-
mentioned scheduling algorithms and GA-ParFnt are carefully
modified to not copy/replicate private data.

5.2. Test clouds

Three artificial test clouds are generated to represent various
scenarios, ranging from single out-bursting hybrid cloud to three
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Fig. 6. Distribution of data files according to their (a) number and (b) size.

concurrent ones. Table 3 shows characteristics of these clouds as
well as the overall characteristics of their jobs and big-/private-
/normal-data-files.

For these test clouds, we assumed that cloud clients have pri-
vate clouds with 128 cores and 30 terabyte (TB) of storage. They
may also decide to out-burst their computation to (1) public clouds
and rent 512 cores and 48 TB of storage, and (2) public cloud stor-
age and rent 54 TB of capacity. We also assume that each sub-
mitted job to the cloud takes between 2 and 30 min to run and
needs between 0 and 5 data-files. Data-files were comprised of
three groups: big, private, and normal. Big and normal data-files
can be stored on either public or private clouds, whereas private
data-files are only stored on private storage (storage attached to
a private cloud). We also assumed that size of big, private, and
normal data is between 1–10 TB, 100–1000 MB, and 10–100 MB,
respectively. During the generation of our hybrid clouds, we also
assumed that the total size of all big-data-files in a system is al-
most half of the total size of all data-files; the other half is roughly
split betweenprivate andnormal data. Fig. 6 shows thedistribution
pattern of data-files according to their size and number for Test-
Cloud-1; the distribution patterns for the other two larger cloud
scenarios are very similar to that of Test-Cloud-1. For better simu-
lation of our work we also assumed that a computing cloud is con-
nected through LAN links to its local storage, and through WAN
links to other clouds/storage.

6. Discussion and analysis

For Test-Clouds-1/2/3, Figs. 7–9 show the performance of the
proposed algorithm (PSO-ParFnt) to find the Pareto frontier of
executing a batch of jobs versus transferring time of their required
data-files when replication of big-data is allowed or not-allowed.
The results for our test clouds are further analyzed to extract vital
information about (1) execution behavior of data-file dependent
jobs in hybrid clouds as well as (2) execution performance of PSO-
ParFnt compared with other techniques.
Table 4
Estimation functions for test clouds.

Estimation function MSE

Test-Cloud-1 0.03 + 0.96e−63.56x 0.0141
0.07e−2.19x

+ 0.93e−68.19x 0.0152

Test-Cloud-2 0.03 + 0.85e−27.13x 0.0041
0.74e−17.49x

+ 0.26e−12544.97x 0.0014

Test-Cloud-3 0.03 + 0.81e−13.38x 0.0024
0.70e−8.78x

+ 0.23e−16132.76x 0.0006

6.1. The shape of Pareto front for hybrid clouds

Figs. 7–9 show subtle differences among Pareto frontiers for
these test clouds despite their very similar overall shape. For bet-
ter comparative analysis, we first scale all points to be between
[0, 1] and then fit two exponential functions to them: Func1Exp
and Func2Exp with the overall shape of α + β × e−ωt and α ×

e−ω1t + β × e−ω2t , respectively. We empirically chose exponen-
tial functions as they showed lowermean square error (MSE) com-
paredwith other regression functions such as linear or logarithmic.
Table 4 presents estimated functions for each test cloud alongwith
its measured MSE. Fig. 10 graphically shows the estimated func-
tions in Table 4 along with the original curve found by PSO-ParFnt
for all test clouds.

Results in Fig. 10 and Table 4 show sharply curved Pareto
fronts for Test-Cloud-1, consisting of one private plus one public
cloud; this test cloud is very similar to the out-bursting case of
an individual company. As more companies collaborate in mak-
ing their hybrid clouds (Test-clouds-2/3) such Pareto frontier be-
comes smoother. As shown in Table 4, the dominant decay factor
(Func1Exp) for Test-Cloud-1 is 63.56, almost double the decay fac-
tor for Test-Cloud-2 (27.13), and the decay factor of Test-Cloud-2
is also almost double that of Test-Cloud-3 (13.38). This observation
shows that should more companies collaborate in sharing their
computing infrastructure, such Pareto frontier will become
smoother and consequently provide them more options to grad-
ually switch from one priority such as execution time of jobs to
another such as transfer time of data-files and vice versa. Note that
such sharing does not violate the privacy issues of each company
as private data are still kept in private storage elements of each in-
dividual.

Fig. 10 and Table 4 also show that the Pareto frontier curve of
hybrid clouds are most probably smoother than those of grids pre-
viously studied in GA-ParFnt [15,16]; in [15,16] it has been shown
that Fun1Exp type functions are generally not adequate for esti-
mating the overall Pareto frontier shape of grids, whereas they are
quite accurate for hybrid clouds.

6.2. Comparing PSO-ParFnt with GA-ParFnt

Figs. 7–9 show results of GA-/PSO-ParFnt techniques, both de-
signed to find the Pareto frontier of executing jobs versus trans-
ferring time of their required data-files. These figures clearly show
(a) Allowed. (b) Not allowed.

Fig. 7. Pareto frontier of Test-Cloud-1 when replication of Big-data is either allowed (a) or not allowed (b).
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(a) Allowed. (b) Not allowed.

Fig. 8. Pareto frontier of Test-Cloud-2 when replication of Big-data is either allowed (a) or not allowed (b).
(a) Allowed. (b) Not allowed.

Fig. 9. Pareto frontier of Test-Cloud-3 when replication of Big-data is either allowed (a) or not allowed (b).
(a) Test-Cloud-1. (b) Test-Cloud-2.

(c) Test-Cloud-3.

Fig. 10. PSO-ParFnt-(B)p aligned with exponential estimation functions.
that both techniques have similar performance in finding the low-
est possible execution time of jobs, whereas the lowest possible
transfer time of data-file GA-ParFnt estimates is almost double of
that of PSO-ParFnt.
To be more specific, Fig. 7(a) shows that the lowest possible
execution time of jobs for all jobs in Test-Cloud-1 is almost 300 s –
foundby both techniques –whereasGA-ParFnt approximates 300 s
as the lowest possible transfer timeof data-files against PSO-ParFnt
that approximates this value to be around 150 s. Such observation
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(a) Test-Cloud-1. (b) Test-Cloud-2.

(c) Test-Cloud-3.

Fig. 11. Pareto frontier of Test-Cloud-1/2/3 aligned with solutions found by scheduling algorithms.
can also be seen in other curves in Figs. 8–9, namely that PSO-
ParFnt’s estimation of the lowest possible transfer time of all data-
files is almost half that of GA-ParFnt.

The other observation relates to the distribution of chromo-
somes in GA-ParFnt and swarm particles in PSO-ParFnt as the ex-
ploring agents in finding accurate Pareto frontiers for these test
clouds. As can be seen in Figs. 7–9, GA-ParFnt’s chromosomes are
mostly populated over the ‘‘knee’’ section of each Pareto front,
while swarm particles of PSO-ParFnt are almost homogeneously
spread over all sections of these curves. This is the main reason
whyPSO-ParFntwasmore effective in exploring all sections of such
Pareto front and consequently produced superior results with al-
most half the data-file transfer time compared with GA-PatFnt.

6.3. Comparing PSO-ParFnt with scheduling algorithms

Although PSO-ParFnt’s overall aim is different than that of the
aforementioned scheduling algorithms, we improvised such com-
parison to reveal two facts: (1) the accuracy of the Pareto frontier
curves calculated by PSO-ParFnt, and (2) the efficiency of schedul-
ing algorithms. Finding any solution by these scheduling algo-
rithms as a single point in these plates below the calculated Pareto
front conflicts with the concept of a Pareto frontier and thus
devalues the PSO-ParFnt altogether. Furthermore, comparing the
distance between each scheduling algorithm to the calculated
Pareto front can also reveal the efficiency of each scheduling policy
in finding the optimal solution for the stated DAJS problem. Fig. 11
shows such solutions, aligned with the Pareto frontier curve found
by PSO-ParFnt for each test cloud.

Results in Fig. 11 reveal intriguing facts regarding the accuracy
of these techniques for different hybrid clouds. For Test-Cloud-1
in Fig. 11(a), solutions can be split into two groups: (1) MinTrans
and BestMap that produced optimal solutions very close to the
Pareto front, and (2) the rest of the scheduling algorithms with
identical execution time of jobs. The transfer time of the second
group is almost triple that of the first group. For Test-Cloud-2 in
Fig. 11(b), solutions of these scheduling algorithms are not forming
any group, but distributing along the transfer time axiswith almost
identical execution time of jobs. In this case, MinTrans and DIANA
produce optimal solutions, while BestMap slightly distances from
the Pareto frontier curve. For this test cloud, JDS-BC produces the
lowest quality solutionwith almost triple the transfer time of data-
files. For Test-Cloud-3 in Fig. 11(c), MinTrans still produced an
optimal solution; BestMap eliminates its distance with the Pareto
front and also produced an optimal solution, DIANA noticeably dis-
tances from the Pareto front with almost double the transfer time
of files, the rest produce answers with at least quadruple transfer
time of files. JDS-BC still produced the worse solution!

Further investigation into how each of these scheduling algo-
rithms produces its solution reveals invaluable facts for better de-
sign of scheduling algorithms for clouds. The most noteworthy
observation in all cases was the almost identical execution time of
jobs produced by all scheduling techniques regardless of the size
of cloud: almost triple the lowest possible execution time of jobs
foundbyPSO-ParFnt. This proves that single-element scheduling of
jobs/data-files (as the common factor among all these algorithms)
is probably not effective in hybrid clouds. We chose to refer to all
these algorithms ‘‘single-element’’ scheduling as they all try to find
the best computing element for executing a job or the best stor-
age element for replicating a data-file one-at-a-time during their
scheduling procedure. It is worth noting that this procedure differs
from dynamic scheduling where a made decision is irreversible.
These algorithms in fact, run a series of decisionmakingprocedures
where, in each step, the scheduling decision of their previous step
could be altered; however, they make such decisions for a single
element (job or data-file) at a time. Their transfer time of data-files
also greatly differs from one algorithm to another as well as across
different clouds.

BestMap always tries to find the best location of each job/data-
file one at a time. This procedure seems also to work for clouds
as it usually resulted in very close proximity to the Pareto fronts.
DIANA categorizes jobs/data-files; this policy seems to be inef-
fective where a large number of jobs/data-files exist in a system.
DIANA shows very similar inefficient results when deployed for
large grids [12,13,15–17]. JDS-BC schedules jobs/data-files based
on their similarities with the ones already scheduled/replicated.
Although this policy showed acceptable results for grid environ-
ments where more variety of computing/storage elements is gen-
erally available, it proved to be ineffective for clouds. The main
reason for this observation is most probably behind the differ-
ent topological nature of grids and clouds: grids generally consist
of more grid nodes with smaller number of computing elements
in each node versus clouds that generally consists of less num-
ber of nodes with much higher computing elements in each node.
For example, 1000 computing cores in a grid could be provided
by 20 grid nodes, each including 50 cores, whereas in clouds, it
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(a) Test-Cloud-1. (b) Test-Cloud-2.

(c) Test-Cloud-3.

Fig. 12. Pareto frontier of Test-Cloud-1/2/3 for relaxed replication policies.
could be provided by two clouds with 500 cores each. As can be
rationalized, in grids, the similarity between a job/data-file and
the ones already scheduled/replicated could provide crucial infor-
mation about many possible grid nodes and their possible perfor-
mance for the job/data-file in hand; whereas in clouds with only
very fewoptions, the deduced information as a result of these com-
parisons could be less informative as also shown in Fig. 11. FLOP
always tries to find the first computing element that can start exe-
cution of a job. This policy also seems inefficient for cloud environ-
mentwhere availability of cores seems less important as compared
with availability of the required data-files. MinExe also showed
very similar results to FLOP as they both aim to execute jobs as
fast as possible. Although MinExe and FLOP produced different so-
lutions for grids, they seem to produce identical results for clouds.
MinTrans always schedules jobs and replicates data-files to achieve
the lowest possible transfer time of files; this procedure also seems
to be very effective in clouds where the main bottleneck seems to
be the data transfer rather than the computation power.

6.4. Effect of data nature on the Pareto front

In this section we further study the relationship between the
nature of data and the Pareto frontier of a cloud. To this end, we
first relaxed the privacy policy for private-data in clouds and ran
four different replication policies for each cloud. Fig. 12 shows the
resulting Pareto frontier curves for these policies. In this figure, the
XY section of a PSO-ParFnt-XY represents its replication policy:
capital letters in parentheses mean the replication was allowed;
small letters mean the opposite. Table 5 explains all legends.
Among these four policies, only PSO-ParFnt-bp/(B)p policies are
feasible and hence are shown in darker colors in this figure; the
lighter color lines are only to investigate hypothetical cases where
private-data are also allowed to be replicated.

Fig. 12 shows that the size of the hybrid cloud has a great impact
on the shape and relative location of Pareto frontiers for these
four replication policies against each other. For Test-Cloud-1, as
expected, PSO-ParFnt-(B)(P) where both big and private data are
allowed to have replicas in the system, transfer time of all data-
files could be as low as 50 s. For PSO-ParFnt-b(P)/(B)p where only
one of these data-files classes is allowed to have replicas, allowing
replication of private data reduces the overall transfer time of data-
files almost twice that of only allowing replication of big-data. It is
also worth noting that the amount of data transfer time that can be
saved by allowing each of these two classes to replicate is almost
linear!; i.e., the lowest possible transfer time of data-file for PSO-
ParFnt-b(P), PSO-ParFnt-(B)p, and PSO-ParFnt-(B)(P) is almost 30 s,
60 s, and 85 s (≈30 s + 60 s) lower than that of PSO-ParFnt-bp,
respectively.

For larger hybrid clouds that consist of two or more individ-
ual hybrid clouds, a different phenomenon is observed. For Test-
Cloud-2, PSO-ParFnt-bp/b(P) achieved the lowest possible transfer
time; this shows that despite the general impression that copy-
ing/replicating big-data could help reduce the overall transfer time
of all data-files in a system, it might also worsen it! Here for exam-
ple, through such replication, some precious capacity of storage
nodes is probably inefficiently occupied and eventually resulted
in downloading more data-files in the system. For Test-Cloud-2,
Fig. 12(b) also shows that PSO-ParFnt-(B)p/(B)(P) are also fairly
close to each other, implying that replicating private-data – even if
allowed – has not much effect on the overall transfer time of the
system when big-data is allowed to be replicated: a policy that
most probably results in unproductive occupation of many valu-
able storage capacities. For Test-Cloud-3, these differences could
be more clearly observed. Here, for example, no replication pol-
icy (PSO-ParFnt-bp) for both data classes (big and private) results
in the lowest possible transfer time of files. It is very intriguing to
see that adding replication policies would actually increase – in-
stead of decrease – the overall transfer time of data-files; i.e., about
100 s and 200 s for PSO-ParFnt-b(P) and PSO-ParFnt-(B)p, respec-
tively. It is also noteworthy to see that allowing both policies at the
same time (PSO-ParFnt-(B)(P)) increases the lowest possible trans-
fer time of data-files to almost 700 s and not (100 s + 200 s)!
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Table 5
Legends for Fig. 12.

Legend Big-data replication
policy

Private-data replication
policy

PSO-ParFnt-bp Not-allowed Not-allowed
PSO-ParFnt-b(P) Not-allowed Allowed
PSO-ParFnt-(B)p Allowed Not-allowed
PSO-ParFnt-(B)(P) Allowed Allowed

Table 6
PSO-ParFnt’s execution time.

Cloud Time

Test-Cloud-1 0h:32min:25 s
Test-Cloud-2 1h:15min:45 s
Test-Cloud-3 2h:48min:12 s

Based on further analysis of the results in Fig. 12, we can also
hypothesize that allowing replication of Big-data could only be
effective in lowering the transfer time of all data-files when simple
hybrid clouds are implied. For larger/more complicated hybrid
cloudswheremore than one entity share resourceswith each other
as well as take advantage of public cloud facilities, replicating big-
data has an inverse effect for better scheduling of jobs/data-files.
On that note, we can also conclude that although replication of
private data – even if allowed – can reduce the overall transfer time
of systems, it could also slow it down for cooperative hybrid clouds
sometimes.

6.5. Execution time of PSO-ParFnt

PSO-ParFnt was developed as an extension to our already de-
signed simulator documented in [14]. For these test clouds, PSO-
ParFnt was run on a typical dual-core i7 desktop PC with 16 GB of
RAM. Table 6 shows the convergence time for each test cloud. It
is worth noting that the SchMng program we used to perform our
evaluation is written to only use one core of a PC – even if it has
many to offer. As a result, SchMng could not take full advantage of
the i7 technology and/or the large RAM provided to it. This table
also shows that our designed algorithm is able to find the Pareto
frontier curve even for our largest test cloud with 600 jobs, 672
data-files, and a hybrid system with 1920 cores in less than 3 h.

7. Conclusion and future work

This paper introduced a particle swarm optimization technique
(PSO-ParFnt) to explore the Pareto frontier curve of the execu-
tion time of a batch of jobs versus the transfer time of their re-
quired data-files in hybrid clouds. To this end, we first modified
the generic PSO technique to have collections of targeted swarms
instead of a generic large swarm as usually used in PSO-based ap-
proaches. Three test clouds were designed to gauge the efficiency
of PSO-ParFnt through comparing it with other techniques. Results
were intriguing and revealed invaluable insights into the complex
DAJS problem for hybrid clouds. In this study,weparticularly found
that, despite general impressions that replication of data-files al-
ways reduces the overall transfer time of files in a system, it some-
timesworsens it;mainly because itmaywaste precious capacity of
storages nodes sometimes. We also observed that the scheduling
dynamic of individual hybrid clouds differs from those consisting
of several hybrid clouds shared by different entities.

Our future work will focus on the following two directions.
Firstly, we wish to modify the developed simulator (SchMng) to
leverage parallelization techniques and converge to its solutions
faster. Secondly, using direct observation of this study, we will de-
sign exclusive cloud schedulers for hybrid clouds and experimen-
tally test them using the private cloud at our university.
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